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ABSTRACT: The response of terrestrial ecosystems to climate perturbations typically persist

longer than the timescale of the forcing, a phenomenon that is broadly referred to as ecosystem

legacy. Understanding the strength of legacy is critical for predicting ecosystem sensitivity to

climate extremes and the extent to which persistent changes in land surface-atmosphere exchange

might feedback onto the climate, for example, extending drought. The cause of ecosystem legacy

has been tied to numerous factors such as changes in leaf area index, however, few studies have

tested how changes in root profiles in response to stress might alter an ecosystem’s recovery time.

We utilize an Earth System Model that includes a dynamic root module where vegetation can

forage for water and nutrients by altering their root profiles. As expected, the simulations show

that in response to water stress events most ecosystems deepen their root profiles. In semi-arid

ecosystems, this response expedites recovery (i.e. less legacy) relative to simulations without

dynamics roots because access to deeper water pools after the initial event remains favorable. In

wetter ecosystems, the development of deeper root profiles slows down the recovery timescale (i.e.

more legacy) because the deeper root profile reduces access to nutrients. The recovery of hyperarid

systems is also delayed presumably to the loss of shallow roots and ability to access water from

smaller rain events. The results show that the response of root profiles to external forcing is a

critical component of global patterns of legacy that is not typically represented in Earth System

Models.
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1. Introduction25

Ecosystems across all global biomes display some varying level of sensitivity to antecedent26

conditions. Key ecosystem processes such as transpiration, CO2 flux and shortwave absorption27

are thus not only instantaneously responding to external conditions but display a response that28

integrates the conditions over recent hours, days or years (Ogle et al. 2015). This is a coupled29

climate-ecosystem phenomenon referred to as “legacy” or “memory” that emerges from internal30

ecosystem dynamics and is distinct from the persistence of climate or weather patterns that might31

arise from lower frequency ocean-atmosphere modes such as ENSO (Kumar et al. 2019; Bunde32

et al. 2013). While legacy effects have been observed and classified by ecologists for decades, it33

is a topic that has received renewed interest recently owing both to concerns that the effects of34

more frequent extreme events could be compounded by persistent legacy leading to mortality or35

bifurcation (McDowell et al. 2013; Anderegg et al. 2013; Trugman et al. 2018; Szejner et al. 2020)36

and the recognition that the predictive skill of models is limited without considering these effects37

(Anderegg et al. 2015; Kolus et al. 2019). With respect to the latter, the lack of realistic legacy38

effects in land surface models is problematic because Earth System Models (ESMs) exclude39

feedbacks that might act to amplify or extend climate extremes (Miralles et al. 2019; Fischer et al.40

2007). For example, an extended reduction in transpiration for months or years after a drought41

would lead to an increased contribution of sensible (relative to latent) heat fluxes from the surface42

(Yunusa et al. 2015; Donat et al. 2018). Improved knowledge of the mechanisms driving legacy43

and their integration into land surface models is thus an important trajectory for Earth System44

Model development.45

46

From the standpoint of climate feedbacks, ecosystem legacy effects can involve a variety of47

processes such as direct changes in carbon (Gross Primary Production-GPP- or respiration),48

water (transpiration) or energy fluxes or shifts in aboveground biomass that affect frictional and49

radiative properties of the land surface (Galiano et al. 2011; van der Molen et al. 2011; Dewar50

et al. 1994; Liu et al. 2019). The various observational tools that have been utilized to quantify51

ecosystem legacy such as tree ring records (Gazol et al. 2020; Kannenberg et al. 2019; Peltier52

and Ogle 2020), eddy covariance (Liu et al. 2019) and satellite retrievals (Seddon et al. 2016;53

Kolus et al. 2019) have distinct sensitivities to these different legacy components (Ogle et al.54
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2015). For example, tree ring records are a direct indicator of carbon allocated to woody biomass,55

eddy covariance provides information on land surface-atmosphere exchange whereas satellite56

retrievals of emissivity (e.g. MODIS) or canopy structure (e.g. LiDAR) are sensitive to canopy57

physical and radiative properties. While these approaches provide overlapping information (e.g.58

tree ring growth is partially controlled by carbon uptake (Campioli et al. 2016)), the different59

approaches also yield seemingly disparate information. For example, Kannenberg et al. (2019)60

and Gazol et al. (2020) both note that sustained reductions in tree ring widths following drought61

were not mirrored by persistent reductions in satellite indices of greenness or plot-scale GPP.62

These differences could reflect distinct components of legacy or biases in the observational tools.63

For example, satellite retrievals may lack sufficient sensitivity to capture subtle legacy effects or64

simply miss changes in below-canopy dynamics. Reconciling this information to develop a clearer65

picture of the timescales and strength of legacy within different components of ecosystems is key66

for diagnosing missing legacy dynamics in land surface models.67

68

By taking advantage of the different observational and statistical approaches as well as efforts69

to experimentally perturb ecosystems (Gonzalez-Valencia et al. 2014; Herzog et al. 2014; Belk70

et al. 2007; Zweifel et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019; Ogle et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2019), a clearer71

picture has begun to emerge about mechanisms driving legacy (Monger et al. 2015; Kannenberg72

et al. 2020; Ovenden et al. 2021). These mechanisms include changes in allocation between and73

within above- (leaf, wood, stem) and belowground (roots) carbon pools (Phillips et al. 2016;74

Zweifel et al. 2020), damage to organs such as embolisms in xylem tissue or reduced stomatal75

control (McDowell et al. 2013), exhaustion or buildup of stored carbon pools (Richardson et al.76

2015), changes in the water table depth or deep soil moisture (Sala et al. 1992; Amenu et al. 2005;77

Kumar et al. 2019) and shifts in vulnerability to pests or pathogens that can extend the effects of78

an isolated climate event (Flower and Gonzalez-Meler 2015). Shifting allocation patterns between79

leaves, woody biomass and fine roots has emerged as a critical and ubiquitous source of legacy.80

This effect can be predicted from ecological theory on optimizing resources (water, nutrients and81

light) to maximize profits (carbon pools) (Thornley 1998; McCarthy and Enquist 2007; Poorter82

et al. 2012; Bloom et al. 1985; McNickle et al. 2016). It follows that drought stress - the most83

widespread global cause of seasonal to interannual ecosystem stress (Seddon et al. 2016) - leads84
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to both reduced total carbon pools and increased investment of those pools below ground to forage85

for water (Drewniak 2019; Brunner et al. 2009; Markewitz et al. 2010; Metcalfe et al. 2008; Joslin86

et al. 2000; Lu et al. 2019). The loss of carbon dedicated to leafy material in exchange for root87

mass leads to a persistent multi-year legacy on primary productivity and consequently resources88

available to rebuild the canopy (Galiano et al. 2011; Zweifel et al. 2020). On the other hand,89

drought stress may not change carbon allocated to leaves and instead shift allocation only between90

wood and fine roots and thus have a minor impact on aboveground greenness but have an extended91

impact on belowground processes and nutrient and water access (Doughty et al. 2014; Dybzinski92

et al. 2011; Phillips et al. 2016).93

94

We focus hereafter on this question of how dynamic changes in the depth distribution of fine roots95

following stress events influences the recovery of an ecosystem. Although some observational96

studies have supported theoretical predictions where stress promotes shifting carbon investment97

belowground (Markesteĳn and Poorter 2009; Canadell et al. 1996; Schenk and Jackson 2002), this98

effect is not consistently borne out and does not necessarily predict how a change in investment in99

root systems influences ecosystem recovery or legacy. On the one hand, the investment in deeper100

roots following drought could expedite recovery if the modified root distribution proves beneficial.101

For example, an initial dry period may lead to a persistent reduction in root zone moisture or a102

drop in the water table (Kumar et al. 2019; van der Molen et al. 2011; Monger et al. 2015). In103

this case, the investment in a deeper fine root pool would expedite recovery and reduce legacy by104

“anticipating” sustained water stress. On the other hand, the initial response to forage for water105

with deeper roots may slow down the recovery if the root profile is now “maladjusted” (Zweifel106

et al. 2020) and the reduced access to shallow water and nutrients delays recovery. In this case,107

legacy of a drought could be extended by the change in root structure.108

109

In ecosystems with long-lived species, the root response to drought may over time lead to root110

systems that are catered to reduce vulnerability to extreme water stress events. This can generate a111

circumstance where during optimal climate states, when water is not limited, the root systems are112

suboptimal due to their life history. It is thus also instructive to explore the legacy associated with113

optimal or unstressed growth periods i.e. pluvial states. In this case, root systems would shallow114
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enabling greater access to nutrients and near surface soil moisture, that has less hydraulic cost,115

when water availability is plentiful. The shallower root system could either allow the ecosystem116

to remain highly productive and extend the legacy of the bountiful times or leave the system117

vulnerable to future periods of water limitation especially if moisture limitation is the typical state118

of the system (Jiang et al. 2019). Having a dynamic root structure could thus have the effect of119

either increasing or decreasing the strength of legacy but how these responses manifest across120

global bioclimate gradients has not yet been tested (Phillips et al. 2016).121

122

The response of root systems to an exogenous forcing like drought is itself complicated to123

predict (Metcalfe et al. 2008; Hendrick and Pregitzer 1996) and whether this change enhances or124

diminishes legacy is largely unknown (Brunner et al. 2009; Phillips et al. 2016). Observational125

studies show that the response of roots to climate forcing and the cascading effects these changes126

have on productivity are a function of soil structure and nutrient availability, plant type, severity127

and length of the climate anomaly and background climate state making it difficult to scale up128

from local studies (Matamala et al. 2003; Doughty et al. 2014; Germon et al. 2020; Warren129

et al. 2015; McCormack et al. 2015; Kou et al. 2018). One way to develop more universal130

hypotheses on the role of roots in generating ecosystem legacy is to explore how legacy in131

land surface models is affected by changing root profiles. Land Surface Models that include132

dynamic roots have been developed (Lu et al. 2019; Drewniak 2019; El Masri et al. 2015;133

Bouda and Saiers 2017; Sakschewski et al. 2021) and these can be implemented into ESMs and134

forced with a broad spectrum of climate inputs across global biomes. For example, Drewniak135

(2019) recently implemented a dynamic root module into the Energy Exascale Earth System136

Model (E3SM) and reproduced some of the key features observed in root profile measurements137

including a consistent deepening of roots in response to water stress. While the model somewhat138

failed to capture root profiles in some ecosystems, such as the dimorphic pattern of roots in139

the dry tropics (Sakschewski et al. 2021), the addition of dynamic roots did modestly improve140

global estimates of productivity. Similarly, Lu et al. (2019) developed a 3-dimensional dynamic141

root module that allowed root systems to develop from a null state. They also reproduced142

similar dynamic deepening of roots in response to reduced water availability and simulated143

the evolution of root profiles as stands age consistent with data from chronosequences. Using144
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a production function and a game theoretical approach, McNickle et al. (2016) was able to145

reproduce the above- and below-ground patterns of net primary productivity and ecosystem146

fluxes consistent with FluxNet and MODIS data. While these models are limited in their ability147

to simulate root morphology, root phenology, dynamic allocation, response to stress and soil148

moisture-groundwater interactions they, nonetheless, provide a framework to consider ques-149

tions of how foraging patterns in roots alter ecosystem legacy strength and timescale across biomes.150

151

In this paper, we utilize a pair of global ESM simulations forced with historical climate in both152

a default model (fixed root profiles) and with the inclusion of a dynamic root profile module153

(Drewniak 2019). In Section 1 of the study, we assess how well the control simulations reproduce154

the legacy of GPP with respect to satellite observations. In Section 2, we classify how root systems155

respond to positive and negative events using a clustering algorithm to identify dominant global156

patterns in root response to perturbation across biomes and plant functional types. In Section 3,157

we assess the extent to which the different responses of root profile to perturbation either enhanced158

legacy or whether the root profile adjustment to perturbation led to more optimal states that159

expedited recovery. The results presented clearly illustrate that legacy is globally affected by root160

dynamics and we conclude the paper by discussing the implications this finding has for improving161

the ability of ESMs to capture realistic ecosystem legacy characteristics.162

163

2. Methods164

a. Model simulations165

All E3SM simulations were performed in offline mode with a post v1 version of the E3SM166

Land Model (ELM) (Golaz et al. 2019) using atmospheric forcing from the Global Soil Wetness167

Project 3 (GSWP3; (Dirmeyer et al. 2002)) at a resolution of 0.5◦ by 0.5◦. Model spinup was168

performed by cycling the GSWP3 over the years 1901-1920 until reaching steady state following169

the accelerated decomposition and regular spinup procedures recommended by Thornton and170

Rosenbloom (2005). Following spinup, both simulations used the same GSWP3 forcing over the171

historical period 1901-2010. We utilize outputs from 2 simulations referred to hereafter as No172

Dyn. and Dyn.. The No Dyn. simulation is the control run in the default ELM configuration173
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without dynamic roots. The Dyn. simulation was performed with dynamic roots turned on and174

with an increase in the weight given to water in the root foraging scheme by setting f to ≤0.5 as175

in Drewniak (2019). This does not affect the actual water stress in the vegetation but reduces the176

minimum preference for roots to seek soil layers with water to facilitate more foraging dynamics.177

Within the Dyn. simulation we also increased the root turnover time from 1 to 2 years to enhance178

root legacy but this had virtually no impact on the results compared with simulations run with179

turnover time kept at default.180

181

From the historical E3SM simulations, we extract monthly-averaged GPP, transpiration, relative182

fine root fraction per soil layer, temperature and precipitation as well as the distribution of183

PFTs from each grid cell (Table 1). As noted above, studies on legacy have relied on a wide184

variety of metrics to quantify legacy ranging from tree ring growth, canopy structure or net185

ecosystem exchange of carbon (Kannenberg et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019; Sala et al. 2012).186

We utilize model outputs of GPP and its persistence following perturbation as the ecosystem187

metric to track legacy because GPP is closely linked with the overall ecosystem carbon pool188

available to recover from (or extend) an event and also that satellite estimates of GPP from189

solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) and near infrared reflectance (Section 2.2) provide a global-scale190

and independent benchmark to compare simulated legacy effects against. After extracting the191

GPP data from the simulations, we apply a PFT filter to remove grid cells that do not have a192

dominant PFT - defined here as grid cells where a single PFT accounts for ≥50% of the grid193

area. The reason for this filtering was to balance the need to use grid-averaged data to facilitate194

comparisons with the satellite data while also ensuring each grid cell can be associated with a195

specific PFT to facilitate analysis of PFT-specific dynamics. For each grid cell, we generated196

monthly GPP anomalies by detrending each month of the timeseries over the last 50 years of197

the simulations. This approach to generating anomalies produces a similar result as the more198

common approach of subtracting the mean seasonal climatology from each year but is used here199

because it also removes any low frequency trends in the data. Because some grid cells show200

sustained trends in GPP, failing to detrend can lead to artificially high estimates of short term legacy.201

202
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b. Satellite and meteorological data203

To provide a benchmark to compare the modeled estimates of legacy against, we used204

the 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ satellite derived estimates of GPP from Joiner et al. (2018). This product205

provides monthly estimates of GPP from 2001-2020 using a combination of SIF and MODIS206

reflectance along with a light use efficiency model. The product was calibrated against data207

from a network of global Eddy Covariance sites but the estimates do not rely on a model208

that is forced with meteorological data which means we can treat the estimates of legacy209

from the satellite data as independent from those derived from the E3SM simulations. We210

reiterate that the goals here were not to use the satellite data to critique the ESM estimates211

of legacy but rather to ensure the simulations produced realistic estimates of legacy. We note212

that differences between model and satellite-estimated legacy may not be strictly from a bias213

in the model because the satellite estimates have their own limitations due both to a lack of214

sensitivity in some ecosystems and that the satellite timeseries is relatively short (20 years) with re-215

spect to properly characterizing typical responses to perturbations that are uncommon by definition.216

217

In addition to the satellite GPP data, we also utilize a merged satellite and meteorological218

aridity index (AI) product - defined as the ratio of precipitation to potential evapotranspiration - to219

classify the average degree of water stress at each grid cell. The aridity index provides a holistic220

perspective on water stress because it accounts for both the effects of precipitation and evaporative221

demand on water availability (Arora 2002). For this study, we use the globally-derived estimates222

of AI from Trabucco and Zomer (2018) that combine weather data from meteorological stations223

(wind, precipitation, temperature and humidity) and radiation data from MODIS to estimate both224

precipitation and potential evaporation from the Penman-Monteith equation. Locations with225

an AI greater than 1 are not chronically water-limited while sites with values less than 1 have226

a theoretically higher water demand than is input from precipitation. Using AI, sites can be227

classified along a super-arid to super-humid gradient based on their unitless AI value.228

229
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c. Classification of legacy230

There exists a wide range of approaches to classify legacy though they all depend fundamentally231

on defining how long it takes for the system to return to an unperturbed state (Ogle et al. 2015;232

Monger et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2019; Kannenberg et al. 2019). Definitions of legacy can be framed233

in terms of strength (i.e. how sensitive the system is to the previous state) or in terms of timescale234

(i.e. the length of time it takes for the system to return). For example, a system could display235

an initially rapid recovery but require an extended period to fully return to pre-disturbance state236

leading to a long legacy timescale but weak effect. For individual sites, definitions of legacy237

and the statistical choice can be more tailored to the local dynamics but for global analyses,238

generalized and transferable approaches are required (Kolus et al. 2019). We opted here for two239

relatively simple definitions of legacy that target the strength, rather than the timescale, and can be240

easily implemented across ecosystems. For the first definition of legacy, we integrate the partial241

autocorrelation function of de-seasonalized GPP anomalies across a 1-12 month lag. This is a242

unitless value that captures the strength of persistence in GPP anomalies. While it is a robust243

metric that is widely used in many timeseries applications, it has a few critical limitations that244

need to be addressed in the context of this study. Firstly, the autocorrelation function does not245

distinguish between endogenous (internal ecosystem processes) and exogenous (externally-forced)246

sources of legacy. For example, a region where precipitation anomalies persist across months247

would likely have a high degree of apparent GPP legacy that is not related to an ecosystem248

dynamic. In other words, some component of legacy defined using this approach is just the249

expected response of the ecosystem to an instantaneous forcing that happens to have intrinsic250

autocorrelation. This limitation is acceptable here because we compare simulations with and251

without dynamic roots that are both forced with the same climate. Therefore differences in the252

autocorrelation between the control and experimental simulations must arise not from the climate253

forcing but from the ecosystem processes that are altered by the presence of dynamic roots.254

255

The second limitation of the autocorrelation approach is that it does not distinguish between256

the strength of legacy associated with positive vs. negative perturbations. We address this issue257

by utilizing a second approach to defining legacy based on identifying positive and negative GPP258

“events” in the timeseries’ from each grid cell and estimating the recovery time associated with259
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these events. In contrast to some previous studies, we did not look for droughts or pluvial events260

defined by climate anomalies but instead classify GPP “events” or perturbations as those when261

GPP exceeded ±1 standard deviation from the mean detrended monthly state at that grid cell. This262

allows us to quantify legacy across ecosystems that may have distinct limiting factors for GPP.263

To do this, we normalized GPP anomalies using a z-score and identified each month when the264

normalized GPP anomaly exceeded ±1 while also meeting the conditions that an anomaly of this265

size had not occurred in the previous three months (to avoid double counting events). We then266

took the sum of the normalized GPP anomalies for the 12 months following the initial event. The267

sum provides an integrated value for the strength of the legacy while not, per se, identifying the268

length of time the recovery took. The end product are two additional definitions of legacy for each269

grid cell based on the direction and strength of GPP anomaly persistence following both positive270

and negative events.271

272

d. Classifying the response of root profiles to perturbation273

Monthly root profiles for each depth (n=15) were converted to anomalies by detrending each274

month and depth of the relative fine root fraction. As with the approach to generating GPP275

anomalies, the detrending of the root fraction removed any seasonal cycles or long term trends276

in the root fraction for each depth. Using the technique to identify GPP events (either positive277

or negative) as described in Section 2c, we capture the root profile anomalies for the 12 months278

following these events. We then average the root profile anomalies (with dimensions of 12 months279

by 15 depths) for all GPP events within each grid cell to generate an average root profile response280

to positive and negative GPP events. The end product is a matrix of root profile anomalies for281

positive and negative GPP events for every grid cell. To identify canonical patterns in how root282

profiles respond to positive and negative GPP events, we utilize a k-medoid clustering algorithm283

to minimize the global dataset into a finite number of dominant root response patterns. The goal284

of the clustering algorithm is to divide the root profile anomalies into a pre-defined number of285

clusters that minimizes the sum of distances between each root profile within a cluster while286

maximizing the difference between clusters. Unlike k-means clustering, where the centroid of a287

cluster is the average of all members of the cluster, the centroid of each cluster in the k-medoid288
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algorithm is a member of the cluster (i.e. a medoid). The clustering uses an iterative approach289

where first an initialization procedure identifies possible centroids and then organizes all the290

root profiles into the the most similar medoid, minimizing distance between each member of the291

cluster and the centroid. This procedure is then repeated with a new set of medoids to see if a292

better solution is reached, i.e. where distance between clusters is increased and distance between293

members of the same cluster is decreased. This iterative process repeats with a new selection of294

medoids until no further gains are achieved. To implement this algorithm, two things need to be295

assigned a priori: (1) the number of clusters and (2) the metric to estimate distance. We chose 4296

clusters, which led to some redundancy among cluster shapes but also effectively captured key297

structures without having too many clusters with small populations of uncommon root responses.298

The distance metric was based on the Minkowski method (Kaufman and Rousseeuw 2009), though299

other methods such as City Block yielded similar results.300

301

e. Quantifying the role of root dynamics in legacy302

After identifying the dominant root profiles in response to perturbation (Section 2d), we then303

assesswhether a particular root response increases ecosystem legacy through a comparison between304

legacy strength in simulations with or without dynamic roots which we refer to as Δ Legacy. For305

example, a particular root structure that was classified as Cluster 1might emerge in 1000 grid cells.306

The legacy strength in these 1000 grid cells forms a distribution that can be subtracted from the307

legacy strength of these same grid cells from the simulation that does not include dynamic roots308

(i.e. the Control). This process is repeated for each of the root profile clusters to assess whether309

particularly root responses to perturbation have the effect of adding or subtracting ecosystem310

legacy. We conclude the analysis by assessing whether the strongest increases or decreases in311

legacy associated with a particular root response can be tied to specific PFTs or climate.312

3. Results313

Our analysis of legacy from satellite GPP retrievals reveals a broad range of legacy strength314

that varies significantly by region and PFT (Fig. 1). The highest levels of legacy emerge in the315

broadleaf deciduous temperate shrubs (BDTS) that dominate Australia, southern South America316
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and regions of northern Mexico and the southwestern US. Following this, the broadleaf deciduous317

and evergreen forests prevalent in the Amazon and the maritime continent (BDTrT and BETrT)318

dominate the other continuous areas with high legacy. While other regions such as Alaska,319

coastal regions of the western US, SE Asia, western India and the Iberian Peninsula also show320

regionally high legacy, the majority of PFTs show similar median values and ranges in terms321

of legacy strength. Part of the spatial pattern in legacy strength likely reflects the length of the322

growing season where regions with longer growing seasons are more prone to persistent GPP323

anomalies for months whereas the boreal systems are productive for too short a period of the324

year to demonstrate significant intra-annual legacy. However, the range of legacy within almost325

all the PFTs is large, indicating the value cannot simply be explained as a function of PFT or latitude.326

327

The spatial pattern in legacy that emerges based on the autocorrelation definition (Fig. 1a-b),328

shares similarities to the legacy defined through the response of GPP anomalies to positive329

and negative events (Figs. 1c-f). For example, Australia, the maritime continent, southern330

South America, southern Africa, the Iberian Peninsula and western North America (Alaska331

to Mexico) all show consistently strong legacy strength across all metrics. Similarly, boreal332

systems and C3 agroecosystems (silviculture and herbaceous) are all characterized by low legacy333

across the definitions. Some notable differences include the unremarkable legacy associated334

with positive and negative events in the Amazon. Because our focus is on the effects of335

dynamic roots on legacy, we restrict interpretation of the global characteristics of legacy to future336

studies and simply use the data from Figure 1 as a benchmark to compare the simulated data against.337

338

The control simulations without dynamic roots broadly reproduced the global patterns of339

legacy derived from satellite and capture how the strength of autocorrelation varies between the340

PFTs (Figs. 2b and d). The simulations do, however, typically overestimate autocorrelation as341

indicated by the fact that the range data for most PFTs fall above the 1:1 line relative to satellite342

data. This high bias is clearly apparent in tropical Africa, parts of the Amazon and across343

the southern US (Figs. 2a and c). In contrast, the simulations underestimate autocorrelation344

in Australia and the maritime continent. From the standpoint of providing a benchmark, the345

comparison with the satellite data indicates that the control simulation generates broadly realistic346
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results across PFTs. Another critical benchmark for the control simulations is whether it347

produces realistic recovery rates from positive and negative GPP events. We consider this by348

comparing the covariation between negative and positive legacy strength for the different PFTs349

(Fig. 3). The satellite data show a strong correlation between the legacy strength associated350

with positive and negative events but indicate that legacy from positive events is modestly351

stronger than that for negative events (Fig. 3a). In other words, positive GPP anomalies are352

more persistent than negative ones. This effect is less well produced by the control simulations,353

which show less legacy associated with both positive and negative events and that the magnitude354

of positive and negative legacy are similar. However, despite these issues, the range of nega-355

tive and positive legacies in the simulations falls within the range defined by the satellite benchmark.356

357

As noted, one of the limitations to the statistical approach to define legacy here is that it358

does not isolate endogenous or biotic sources of persistence (e.g. pests or competition) from359

exogenous sources (i.e. climate or weather). While this issue does not affect our conclusions on360

how dynamic roots influence legacy, it is still valuable to highlight whether and how exogenous361

forcing influences global patterns in GPP legacy. To assess this, we compared the legacy in362

GPP with temperature and precipitation autocorrelation from the same grid cells (Fig. 4). The363

persistence in temperature and precipitation anomalies were de-trended and de-seasonalized and364

defined using the same unitless metrics as GPP (Section 2c) and therefore can be compared365

directly against GPP legacy. The results from this analysis show how the majority of PFTs fall366

along a line that defines an expected response of GPP to intra-annual persistence in weather367

conditions (Figs. 4a and c). However, we also note that this linear relationship starts to fail for368

some of the PFTs that displayed the highest legacy including the broadleaf evergreen tropical369

and temperate forests and the tropical deciduous ecosystems. The former displays less legacy370

than expected (i.e. a weaker coupling to weather) whereas the latter shows higher GPP legacy371

than expected from temperature and precipitation autocorrelation. The same tight coupling of372

GPP to temperature and precipitation legacy is also present in the control simulations (Figs. 4b373

and d). However, relative to the satellite data (Figs. 4a and c), the simulations show an even374

tighter coupling to temperature and precipitation. For example, whereas satellite data from the375

broadleaf evergreen ecosystems seem to deviate from the other PFTs, data from this PFT in376
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the simulations falls more clearly along a continuum with the other ecosystems. Similarly, the377

broadleaf deciduous forests, do not display the distinct behavior seen in the satellite retrievals.378

In presenting the model vs. satellite comparison, it is important to note that the simulations379

are directly forced by the weather data (i.e. the weather data is “perfect”) whereas the satellite380

data is forced by actual conditions that can never be perfectly captured by gridded weather products.381

382

We focus hereafter on how legacy varies between simulations that include and exclude dynamic383

roots to illustrate the way root foraging modulates legacy. The presence of dynamic roots leads384

to an increase in legacy across the Amazon, Congo, southern Africa, northern Australia while385

root foraging decreases legacy in savannahs to the north and south of the Congo basin, the dry386

subtropical boreal forests of South America, the midwestern US, northern Europe, SE Asia and387

the temperate broadleaf forests in northern Europe (Fig. 5a and b). However, most of the PFTs388

show no systematic change in legacy with the addition of dynamic roots but do show a large389

range of responses between grid cells that share the same PFT. In other words, dynamic roots did390

not systematically alter global patterns of legacy in one direction but the wide range of values391

within each PFT show that the local impact of dynamic roots on legacy strength are significant. In392

addition to classifying the changes of legacy by PFT, we also assessed how water stress, defined393

using AI, modulated the role of dynamic roots in affecting legacy (Fig. 5b and d). This analysis394

shows how both wet (humid to super humid) and the most chronically water-stressed (super arid)395

sites displayed an increase in legacy with dynamic roots. In contrast, the semi-arid sites showed a396

general loss of legacy.397

398

To understand how the presence of dynamics roots influences legacy, we assessed whether399

specific changes in the root profile (e.g. deepening or shallowing) enhanced legacy strength.400

In other words, if a negative perturbation in GPP was associated with investment in more401

shallow roots at one site and deeper roots at another site, we would not necessarily expect that402

legacy in these two sites would be affected in the same direction. As discussed in Section403

2d, we used a clustering algorithm to blindly classify root structural responses, allowing us to404

organize grid cells with similar root responses to perturbation. As an example result, Figure405

6 shows the average root response to perturbation for all grid cells from one of the clusters.406
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As expected, following a declining GPP event, there was a relative loss of fine roots above407

10 cm and an increase between 10 to 100 cm, with the change centered around 20 cm (Fig.408

6a). The redistribution of roots relaxes over time and the system returns to its mean root409

profile state after ∼10 months. An almost perfectly complementary pattern emerges following410

positive GPP events, where a relative accumulation of roots above 10 cm was supported by a411

relative loss of roots from 10 to 150 cm, centered around 80 cm (Fig. 6b). As with the neg-412

ative GPP response, this pattern decays and the root profile returns to its mean state by ∼10 months.413

414

The root distribution patterns shown in Figure 6 provide an example of one of the four defined415

root responses to perturbation. As expected, this pattern was the most widespread global response416

to a negative GPP event, i.e. where ecosystems gain deep roots at the expense of shallow roots (Fig.417

7a and b). Variants of this pattern are captured by two separate clusters with one being extremely418

widespread and associated with modest changes in root distributions (“Cluster 1”, Fig. 7a) and the419

second variation being associated with a response that was less prevalent but with a significantly420

larger redistribution of roots (“Cluster 2”, Fig. 7b). The canonical pattern that was captured by421

the two clusters spans sites across the globe and examples of this root response to perturbation422

emerged at least periodically in every PFT (Figs. 7a and b). Complementary versions of the two423

variations of this pattern emerge in response to positive GPP events where shallow roots increase424

at the expense of deeper roots (Figs. 8a and b). As with the response to negative GPP events, the425

pattern of shallower roots was decomposed into two variants with one being extremely widespread426

but only a modest change (“Cluster 1”, Fig. 8a) and the other being less widespread but a more427

dramatic redistribution of roots (“Cluster 1”, Fig. 8b). The prevalence of these particular patterns428

reflects that the GPP events were mostly driven by changes in water availability that drove water429

foraging to deeper horizons following negative GPP events and foraging for shallow water and430

nutrients during periods of water abundance (Drewniak 2019; Lu et al. 2019).431

Although there was a clear global dominance of the root patterns captured by Clusters 1 and 2,432

there were also root profile changes in response to perturbation that were significantly different433

in structure. For example, the grid cells that fell into Clusters 3 and 4 capture populations of434

sites where the ecosystems surprisingly lose deeper roots (60-100 cm) following negative GPP435

events and gain deeper roots following positive GPP events (Figs 7c-d and 8c-d). The grid cells436
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associated with Cluster 3 display a dimorphic pattern, where the loss of deep roots following437

negative events was also associated with marginal root loss near the surface. The number of grid438

cells displaying this behavior was significantly smaller and were generally found in Arctic and439

alpine sites though scattered examples of this response can be seen elsewhere including in parts of440

the Sahel, Australia and SW US.441

442

Despite the fact that the population of sites within each cluster are defined by their similar root443

response to perturbation, the change in legacy (i.e. Δ Legacy) associated with sites from each444

cluster did not generally produce a uniform change in legacy direction (Fig. 9). For example,445

the 1000’s of grid cells that fall into cluster 1, produced a wide response in legacy relative to446

the control. This is to say that, on average, the deepening of roots associated with water stress447

does not systematically increase nor decrease legacy. To gain insight into why the same root448

response could generate either an increase or decrease in legacy, we isolate the grid cells from449

within the population that display either the largest increases (90Cℎ percentile) or largest decreases450

(10Cℎ percentile) in legacy relative to the control simulations and assess the conditions that451

define these grid cells (Fig. 9). This analysis shows that the mean level of water stress at a site452

modulates whether foraging for water acts to increase or decrease ecosystem legacy. In the case453

of Cluster 1, the deeper roots following negative GPP events, had the effect of adding legacy for454

the non water-limited sites (i.e. AI≥1) but decreased legacy at the semi-arid sites (i.e. AI≥0.3455

and AI≤1). For Cluster 2, we also see that the deeper roots following stress events leads to a456

decrease in legacy at the semi-arid sites but, surprisingly, an increase in legacy at the super-arid sites.457

458

Although the canonical pattern of deepening roots following stress events does not produce a459

singular type of effect on legacy, the more complex dimorphic pattern associated with Cluster 3,460

produces a nearly universal increase in legacy for all sites that displayed this dynamic (Fig. 9). In461

other words, in locations where both deep and shallow roots are lost in exchange for investment in462

roots at intermediate depths, negative GPP anomalies were persistently extended. This occurred463

even though this root pattern tended to only emerge at semi-arid sites which otherwise generally464

displayed a loss of legacy strength when dynamic roots were enabled in the model. Although the465

root pattern defined by Cluster 3 shares some similarity to the pattern defined by Cluster 4, the466
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sites associated with the latter did not generate a uniform increase nor decrease in legacy. These467

sites that developed a shallower root profile in response to negative events follow a pattern where468

drier sites (all sites with AI≤1) show a decrease in legacy whereas the wetter sites show added469

legacy - similar to the effect of water stress on legacy as seen in sites that fell into the Cluster 1470

pattern.471

472

Although the analysis thus far has largely focused on legacy of GPP in response to perturbation,473

we also compare the legacy response of transpiration to dynamic roots. Legacy in transpiration474

is key to predicting the recovery timescale for energy partitioning (latent vs. sensible heat)475

and surface boundary layer coupling. On the one hand, we assume that because transpiration476

and GPP are strongly coupled legacy of GPP would be mirrored by changes in the legacy of477

transpiration. However, we did not know whether different root responses to GPP events (Figs.478

7 and 8), might modulate the relative time scales at which GPP and transpiration recover. Our479

comparison between the effect of dynamic roots on GPP and transpiration legacy shows there480

is an extremely strong similarity between the two (Fig. 10). The nearly identical 1:1 response481

between GPP and transpiration legacy is manifest across all of the different patterns in the root482

response to perturbation (i.e. Clysters 1-4), indicating that all the discussion thus far on the role483

of roots in affecting GPP legacy can be applied when discussing transpiration legacy. Sites where484

dynamic roots extend GPP recovery times are also sites that show proportionately similar changes485

in transpiration recovery. The one exception emerged within the Broadleaf Evergreen Tropical486

forests (Figs. 10a and e) (Sakschewski et al. 2021). At these sites, changes in transpiration and487

GPP legacy are largely decoupled and the effect of roots on GPP legacy proved modest relative to488

the effect of root foraging on transpiration legacy.489

490

4. Discussion491

Existing studies that have focused on ecosystem legacy have found that ESMs tend to under-492

estimate the strength and timescale that ecosystems are affected by antecedent conditions (Kolus493

et al. 2019). This has been attributed to missing factors that carry previous conditions forward.494

Building from this work, we used a pair of general metrics to define legacy in GPP from both495
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simulations and satellite data (Figs. 1 and 2). We applied this analysis across all terrestrial biomes496

and found that the E3SM model - a state-of-the-art ESM - generally underestimated the legacy497

associated with both negative and positive GPP events (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the simulations did498

not reproduce the slightly asymmetric behavior seen in the satellite data where legacy associated499

with positive events was stronger than from negative events (Jiang et al. 2019). This finding500

is somewhat novel as previous studies have tended to focus more on recovery from drought501

(Gonzalez-Valencia et al. 2014; Anderegg et al. 2015; Kannenberg et al. 2020) but is not surprising502

in that the complex ecosystem dynamics that drive legacy would optimally respond to shorten503

effects from stress and extend effects of positive conditions. In addition, the simulations tended504

to overestimate autocorrelation in GPP anomalies which we attribute to the fact that modeled505

estimates of productivity tend to be too tightly coupled to weather forcing which, naturally exhibits506

a relatively high level of persistence in most regions (Fig. 4). These results largely met our a507

priori expectations and highlighted, as noted above, the presence of missing endogenous factors508

in ESMs that carry ecosystem memory forward.509

510

Of the potential drivers that might explain the missing sources of legacy, we have focused here511

on the specific role that changes in root profiles have on GPP and transpiration memory following512

perturbation. In reality, the potential role of roots on legacy is far more complex than simply a513

dynamic depth profile and includes changes in root morphology, hydraulic redistribution, root514

turnover, soil biogeochemical cycles and microbial structure. However, we use this particular515

aspect of root dynamics to illustrate the potentially critical and under-represented role for roots in516

developing more realistic legacy structure in ESMs. We intentionally amplified these effects both517

by increasing apparent water stress factors to drive more water foraging in the roots and extending518

the turnover time of fine roots so that changes in root structure persist longer. The goal was519

therefore less about offering a prescriptive set of model parameters to improve legacy but simply520

test the direction and potential sensitivity of legacy to ecosystems when roots are allowed to forage.521

We hypothesized that dynamic roots could force an ecosystem to be poorly conditioned when522

the initial stressor was relieved, leading to subsequent declines in productivity and consequently523

an extended memory of a perturbation such as drought. Alternatively, the adjusted root profiles524

could prove to better condition the system for future limitation if the cause of the initial stress (e.g.525
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moisture stress) continued to be a persistent limiting factor. In this case, dynamic root would reduce526

the legacy of the initial stressor. This hypothesized role of roots assumes roots enter a perturbation527

in an optimal state however we note that due to life history, long lived species may have root profiles528

that are pre-conditioned for extreme stress events. This would further determine the sensitivity529

of roots profiles to stress. Our results have shown that depending on the background water530

stress of a site, both enhanced and reduced legacy emerge as a result of root foraging (Figs. 5 and 9).531

532

One of the first challenges to understanding the role of roots in driving legacy, was the question533

of how roots in fact respond to perturbation. Overwhelmingly, ecosystems across all climatic and534

PFT groups, irrespective of the initialized root profile, showed a deepening of roots following535

negative GPP events (Fig. 6). This confirms that within the simulations, water stress was the536

dominant driver of GPP events and that foraging for water systematically leads to deeper root537

profiles (Grossiord et al. 2017; Drewniak 2019; Canadell et al. 1996; Doughty et al. 2014). The538

changes in root distribution were generally modest which reflects that foraging deeper comes at539

hydraulic costs and the expense of nutrient access and so a radical redistribution of roots would be540

highly detrimental (Dybzinski et al. 2011) (Fig. 7). The changes in root distribution tended to shift541

around an inflection at 10 cm (loss of roots above this depth) and the altered profile tended to fade542

away within 8-10 months (Fig. 6). Both the direction and magnitude of the changes in root profile543

from the simulations are broadly consistent with site level observations (Joslin et al. 2000; Schenk544

and Jackson 2002). However, because the model imposes limits on maximum rooting depth, the545

simulations miss the complex role that rarified deep roots play in providing a buffer from water546

stress while allowing for shallow roots to continue to access nutrients and take advantage of small547

rainstorms (Germon et al. 2020). Nonetheless, the effect on legacy that comes from ecosystems548

deepening their roots in response to negative stressors, can be explained through a set of simple549

conceptual models that we describe below.550

551

In semi-arid ecosystems that are typically water stressed, the deeper root profile after negative552

stress events remains favorable and allows these systems - whether they are forests, shrubs or553

grasslands - to recover more quickly. However, in these same systems the shallowing of the root554

system following positive events tends to leave the vegetation vulnerable to subsequent water555
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stress - which is the norm for systems with aridity index of less than 1 - and thus the systems556

cannot maintain positive GPP anomalies following the initial event (Fig. 9). In other words,557

dynamic roots diminish the legacy of both positive and negative events in semi-arid systems. A558

similar effect emerged in the forest irrigation experiment described by Zweifel et al. (2020), where559

following multiple years of irrigating, a semi-arid forest invested more heavily in root systems.560

When the irrigation experiment ended, the forest under-performed the control during dry periods561

of the year. In other words, this artificially-imposed pluvial event led the system to be poorly562

conditioned for the more normally water stressed state of the ecosystem.563

564

The behavior in semi-arid ecosystems was inverted in wetter systems where the deeper root565

profile following negative events led to sustained negative productivity anomalies because the566

deeper root profile reduced access to nutrients while the increased access to water was not567

favorable. These systems also shallowed their roots during positive GPP events, which sustained568

the positive productivity anomalies because of the increased access to nutrients at minimal expense569

to the lost access to deeper water pools. Therefore, the wetter systems showed an increased legacy570

in response to root foraging (Fig. 9). The more surprising result was observed in the hyper-arid571

sites which, unlike the semi-arid sites, showed enhanced legacy. We hypothesize that this dynamic572

arose because the deeper root profiles following negative GPP events, led to reduced access to573

surface soil moisture pools from small precipitation events and therefore extended legacy from574

stress events. Similarly, the shallower roots after positive events enhanced access to these surface575

water pools and thus extended the positive GPP anomaly. The ability to take advantage of these576

small rain events is critical to the water demands in these ecosystems (Ritter et al. 2020) and so577

whereas the deeper root system will expedite recovery in semi-arid systems, the driest systems are578

penalized by lost access to near surface soil water (Sala et al. 2012). The actual dynamics in these579

ecosystems are likely to be strongly affected by the development of dimorphic root profiles with580

some extremely deep roots (Dawson and Pate 1996). The inability of the model to reproduce very581

deep roots means that the modeled effect of roots on legacy in these very dry systems is somewhat582

artificial. Despite the more counter-intuitive results in the hyper-arid systems, the broad pattern of583

deepening roots from negative events and shallowing roots from positive events leads to effects on584

legacy that can be readily predicted based on whether a system is generally water stressed or not585
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(Sala et al. 2012).586

587

Although most of the ecosystems in these simulations behaved as water-stressed and thus588

foraged for deep water, a smaller subset of grid cells had strongly competing water and nutrient589

limitations which resulted in the dimorphic root response captured by Cluster 3 (Figs. 7 and 9).590

These grid cells displayed a response to stress showing loss of surface roots (≤2 cm) and deep591

roots (≥80 cm) while roots accumulated in the more intermediate depths. This pattern emerged592

as a consequence of a trade-off between optimizing water access by allocating fine roots between593

10-80 cm at the expense of deeper roots that can supply only limited nutrients. This pattern only594

emerged in sites where the aridity index was less than 1 but, interestingly, lead to an increase595

in legacy in 90% of the grid cells that displayed this root allocation behavior. This dynamic is596

notable because it is opposite to the more common reduction in legacy at semi-arid sites discussed597

above. We hypothesize that following negative GPP events, the loss of both the shallow and deep598

root pools, sustains the negative GPP anomalies by extending both water and nutrient limitations.599

On the other hand, the added shallow and deeper roots after positive GPP events, can sustain the600

positive anomalies by meeting the demands of both the persistent water and nutrient limitations.601

This dimorphic pattern does not emerge in sites where the driver of stress is singularly focused on602

water. We highlight this case because it shows how the competing nutrient and water foraging led603

to a more complex pattern and one that exclusively enhances legacy, which, as noted, is a chronic604

issue in ESMs.605

606

The results indicate that the effect of dynamic roots on GPP legacy can be largely explained607

through a consideration of background water stress and whether that co-exists with nutrient608

limitations. We also show that these changes in GPP legacy are equivalently mirrored by changes609

in transpiration legacy. The response of transpiration legacy relative to GPP was largely unaffected610

by the structure of the root response to stress such that, for example, the common pattern where611

semi-arid systems deepen their roots and expedite GPP recovery holds true for transpiration as612

well. One implication of this is that the more rapid recovery of transpiration as a result of dynamic613

roots means that the canopy will experience less sustained reductions in latent heat (or increases614

in sensible heat) (Yunusa et al. 2015). The presence of dynamic roots in semi-arid systems thus615
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reduces the effect of vegetation in sustaining surface-boundary layer feedbacks associated with616

drought. In addition, the more rapid recovery of transpiration would also mean that vegetation617

water demands would recover at the expense of, for example, enhanced runoff following a negative618

GPP event. This latter point goes beyond the direct topic of this study but is interesting to consider619

the effect that dynamic roots have on recovery from the catchment perspective. The strong620

coupling between GPP and transpiration is, for the most part, expected though we also note that621

the two fluxes can become more loosely coupled during periods of limited water stress where622

radiation or nutrients might limit GPP but transpiration can remain high (Berkelhammer et al.623

2020). Indeed, we note one key deviation between the response of GPP and transpiration legacy624

to dynamic roots emerged in the tropical broadleaf evergreen systems that showed a much wider625

range in the response of transpiration legacy to dynamic roots relative to GPP. These are sites that626

were already characterized by relatively high levels of GPP legacy (Fig. 1) and this effect is thus627

amplified in terms of how transpiration anomalies persist. Evaporative demand is particularly high628

year round at these sites and slight modifications of root profiles to optimize water access, has an629

amplified and sustained effect on water use. While this behavior is unique to this PFT, we note that630

this ecosystem is widespread and transpiration from this region is critical not only to supporting631

regional rainfall patterns (Wright et al. 2017) but also to global humidity budgets (Worden et al.632

2007). Consequently, extending the transpiration anomalies following a drought or pluvial event633

in the tropical evergreen forests have impacts that may be widespread. However, simulations with634

a coupled land and atmosphere would be needed to quantify this effect.635

636

5. Conclusion637

The addition of dynamic roots into an Earth System Model has clear impacts on legacy effects638

in both GPP and transpiration. While previous studies have suggested models tended to lack639

ecosystem dynamics needed to capture endogenous legacy, the addition of roots and this added640

complexity does not universally increase legacy in carbon and water fluxes. In fact, across many641

regions, particularly semi arid zones, the effect is the opposite. In these ecosystems that are642

chronically water stressed, the addition of dynamic roots acts to enhance coupling of ecosystem643

water and carbon fluxes to exogenous forcing. This result shows that while the structural644
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components of the ecosystem - i.e. the root distribution - exhibited persistence after the event,645

there was no outward manifestation of this in terms of changes on total carbon uptake or water646

use. This is complementary to the site level study of Kannenberg et al. (2020), who noted that the647

GPP quickly rebounded from a drought while canopy structure remained perturbed. In the end,648

the addition of dynamic roots neither degraded nor enhanced the performance of the model with649

respect to capturing realistic legacy but the results highlight the critical role that belowground650

carbon dynamics can have in recovery from perturbation (Phillips et al. 2016). This is a critical651

observation in light of the potential compounding effects that increasingly frequent stress events652

will have on ecosystem function (Szejner et al. 2020). Future work would benefit from the653

inclusion of more holistic root dynamic including dynamic morphology, adding more complexity654

to the turnover time of root carbon pools (Matamala et al. 2003), dynamic allocation schemes655

between aboveground and belowground pools Lu et al. (2019) as well as the addition of deeper656

roots pools (Fan et al. 2017) and hydraulic redistribution. As the representation of root processes657

becomes more complex in ESMs, testing the effects of these dynamics on ecosystem legacy will658

serve as a useful tool to develop hypotheses about belowground sources of ecosystem legacy that659

in turn influence aboveground land surface-atmosphere coupling.660
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Table 1. Names of PFTs and their associated numeric and acronym labels

%�) #D<4A82 �2A>=H<

Needleaf Evergreen Temperature Tree 2 NETT

Needleaf Evergreen Boreal Tree 3 NEBT

Needleaf Deciduous Boreal Tree 4 NDBT

Broadleaf Evergreen Tropical Tree 5 BETrT

Broadleaf Evergreen Temperate Tree 6 BETT

Broadleaf Deciduous Tropical Tree 7 BDTrT

Broadleaf Deciduous Temperate Tree 8 BDTT

Broadleaf Deciduous Boreal Tree 9 BDBT

Broadleaf Evergreen Shrub 10 BES

Broadleaf Deciduous Temperate Shrub 11 BDTS

Broadleaf Deciduous Boreal Shrub 12 BDBS

C3 Arctic Grass 13 C3A

C3 Non-Arctic Grass 14 C3G

C4 Grass 15 C4

C3 Crop 16 C3C

C3 Irrigated 17 C3I

Corn 18 CO

Irrigated Corn 19 CI

Spring Temperate Cereal 20 STC

Spring Temperate Cereal Irrigated 21 STCI

Winter Temperate Cereal 22 WTC

Irrigated Winter Temperate Cereal 23 WTCI

Soybean 24 SO

Irrigated Soybean 25 SOI
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(B) Autocorrelation in GPP Anomalies Per PFT

(D) Cumulative Persistence of GPP Anomalies After Positive Event 

(F) Cumulative Persistence of GPP Anomalies After Negative Event 
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Fig. 1. Average legacy strength derived from the FluxSat global GPP product (Joiner et al. 2018). (A and B)

Legacy derived from the autocorrelation of GPP anomalies in both map view and binned by PFTs, (B and C)

Legacy derived as the sum of GPP anomalies following positive GPP events in both map view and binned by

PFTs and (D and E) Legacy derived as the sum of GPP anomalies following negative GPP events in both map

view and binned by PFTs (Table 1).
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Fig. 2. (A) Difference in the strength of legacy (as derived using autocorrelation method) between the satellite

data (Figure 1A) and control E3SM simulations with no dynamic roots. (B) The relationship between the satellite

legacy and control simulations binned by PFT and plotted as a violin plot.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between scale of legacy response to positive and negative GPP events based on (A)

Satellite data and (B) control simulations without dynamic roots. The global data was broken up into each of the

PFTs in Table 1 and the range of data from each PFT is indicated by the bubbles which are color coded based on

broader PFT classifications as indicated in the figure.
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Fig. 4. Relationship between legacy strength of GPP vs. legacy strength of temperature (A and B) and

precipitation (C and D). The lines indicate a 1:1 relationship where the legacy of GPP is fully explained by the

legacy of the climate forcing. The first column (A and C) shows results from the satellite data and the second

column (B and D) shows the results from the control simulations with no dynamic roots. As with the previous

figure, the global data was broken up into each of the PFTs in Table 1 and the range of data from each PFT is

indicated by the bubbles which are color coded based on broader classifications as indicated in the figure.
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and broken up by PFT. (D) The data from Panel A was binned according to average aridity index for each grid

cell. (C) Global averaged aridity index values are shown here for reference (Trabucco and Zomer 2018).
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(A) and positive GPP (B) event. The red tones are associated with depths where fine roots has increased relative

to the mean root profile at the grid cell and blue tones indicate depths where fine roots are in deficit relative to

average.
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(A) Site locations and average root profile for Cluster 1
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Fig. 7. Results from the clustering analysis showing the locations/PFTs and profiles of the root fraction

anomalies following negative GPP events for 4 of the clusters. Clusters 1 (A) and 2 (B) are the dominant

structure where fine roots accumulate in the lower depths at the expense of the surface soils. Clusters 3 (C) and

4 (D) provide examples of the less common situation where fine roots accumulate nearer the surface following

negative GPP events. The arrows in A, B and D are used as a reference to highlight the transition depth associated

with either the loss or gain of fine roots. This is not labeled in C because there is a dimorphic change associated

with this cluster.
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Fig. 8. Results from the clustering analysis showing the locations/PFTs and structure of the changes in root

profiles following positive GPP events for 4 of the clusters. Clusters 1 (A) and 2 (B) are the dominant structure

where fine roots accumulate near the surface at the expense of the deeper horizons. Clusters 3 (C) and 4 (D)

provide examples of the less common situation where fine roots accumulate at depth following positive GPP

events. The arrows in A, B and D are used as a reference to highlight the transition depth associated with either

the loss or gain of fine roots. This is not labeled in C because there is a dimorphic change associated with this

cluster.
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Fig. 9. The left column (A-D) shows the distribution of the change in ecosystem legacy (i.e. Δ Legacy) for

all the points associated with Cluster 1 (A), Cluster 2 (B), Cluster 3 (C) and Cluster 4 (D) as shown in the maps

in Figures 7 and 8. Values of 0 (the dotted line) mean that the change in root profile associated with the GPP

event had no effect on the ecosystem legacy strength. The colored lines indicate the 10Cℎ and 90Cℎ percentiles

which were used as the threshold to capture the grid cells where the addition of root foraging drove a large

increase (green) or decrease (purple) in legacy. The right column (E-H) shows the distribution in the aridity

index associated with the grid cells that had large increases (green) or large decreases (purple) in legacy. For

example, the two distributions in Panel F indicate that the particular root response associated with Cluster 2

increased legacy at wet sites (i.e. aridity index ≥1) and decreased legacy at semi-arid (i.e. aridity index ∼ 0.5)

sites.
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Fig. 10. The relationship between the change in ecosystem legacy (i.e. Δ Legacy) associated with dynamic

roots for GPP (x-axis) and transpiration (y-axis). The top row (A-D) shows the GPP vs. transpiration legacy

effects for each of the 4 clusters discussed in Figures 7-9 associated with positive GPP events. The bottom row

shows (E-H) shows the changes in GPP vs. transpiration legacy for each of the 4 clusters discussed in Figures

7-9 associated with negative GPP events. In panels A and E, the points associated with Broadleaf Evergreen

Tropical Forests were separated because data from these grid cells had a clearly distinct response. The red line

in all plots show the 1:1 line for reference. The coloring of the data is used to indicate relative density of points.
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